Project Books
#7119

The Stained Glass Garden
Grow a glass garden -– of stained glass flowers, butterflies, bird feeders
and lanterns – to beautify any space in your home. Close up color photos
with instruction in both copper foil and lead came. 128 pages.

#7160

Making Stained Glass Boxes
Very detailed step-by-step color photos show exactly how to assemble
corners, attach hinges and lids, work with mirrored glass, add feet, and
much more! Plus 6 stained glass box patterns. 154 pg.

#7234

Mirrors & Frames
27 full size mirror frames plus 16 overlay patterns which can be
combined in countless designs! Extensive instruction section includes
how to prevent ‘black edge’ on your mirrors.

#7308

1000 Great Glass Painter’s Motifs
Popular motifs for painting on glass, glass etching or other craft projects!
Divided into sections by number for easy reference. Choose from
flowers, foliage, figures, alphabets, Valentine, Easter, birds, seashore,
fruit, borders, and more. 512 pages.

#7456

Distinctive Vases
16 full size patterns for stunning, decorative vases to hold dried flowers
or display by themselves. From 6” to 19” tall, they make attractive gifts!

#7465

Stained Glass Photo Frames, Revised
Frame your favorite photographs with stained glass for a personalized
look! A lovely book of 20 full-size photo frame patterns of floral,
nautical, geometric, baby themes and more, each drawn in 4” x 6” and 5”
x 7” sizes! Instructions are included for using picture frame easel backs.

#7519

Chimes For All Seasons
Fuse or foil – you decide! Each of these 15 delightful wind chimes has
instructions for making them either way. Chimes for Christmas, Easter
bunnies, Valentine hearts, champagne glasses, hummingbirds, autumn
leaves, remembrance ribbons & more.

#7534

Bead Chain Boxes Mirrors & Displays
24 easy full size patterns for stained glass boxes, hand mirrors and
display cases trimmed with brass ball chain and other embellishments.

#7671

Starbursts
Kaleidoscopes create amazing symmetrical color images. Re-create
these magical images with these eleven ‘Starburst’ patterns. Designs
approx. 24” dia. and will fill your window with a brilliant splash of color!

#7787

Sunseekers: Starburst Patterns for Stained Glass
Full size round, starburst suncatchers that are easy to make using only
basic stained glass skills! Add some jewels and nuggets and you’ve got
sunseekers for every window in your home, or as great gifts or quick
craft show sellers.

#7790

Stained Glass Corner Accents
If you don’t want to fill your entire window with glass, these corner
accents are for you! 12 full size patterns of autumn leaves, sun and
moon, dogwoods, seashells, holly leaves, sunflowers and more, fit in the
corners of your windows. Change your decor according to the seasons!

#7819

Starcatchers
20 full-size starburst patterns 6” to 7½” in diameter. You can use any
combination of your favorite glass colors and textures in these easy-tocreate window hangings. Rather than filling up a window with one large
Starburst (#7671), you can hang several of these smaller Starcatchers to
liven up a room. They also make great gift items.

#7920

Rev-It-Up
Create your favorite classic car in glass! 18 patterns include ’55 T-Bird,
’57 Vette, ’61 XKE, ’67 GTO, ’64 Mustang, ’59 Caddy, VW Bug &
more.
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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